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debt advice: state-approved

The 10 state-approved debt advice organisations (with 
18 additional regional offices) provide free services, 
they are granted public subsidies and they are 
officially recognised. There are also a few private, 
profit-oriented debt regulation centres that advertise 
their services in some way or other.  
Officially recognised debt advice centres are entitled to 
use a specific debt advice label. They are recognis-
ed by public authorities and receive public funding 
from the provinces and the public employment service. 
People who turn to an officially recognised debt advice 
centre never have to pay for the services provided!

Compared to the rest of Europe, Austria comes in 
last in two respects: on the one hand, as a rule, 
full bankruptcy discharge is granted only after 
seven years of repayment, and on the other hand, 
a minimum of 10% of the debt has to be repaid. 
This means that it is hardly possible for people 
with a low income or high debts to get the chance 
to make a fresh start.

personal bankruptcy procedure
While the term personal bankruptcy is widely used, 
the official term given in the corresponding statute is 
debt regulation procedure, which is also referred to as 
repayment programme. The goal of debt regulation 
procedures is to give‚ righteous and well-motivated 
debtors‘ a realistic chance to make a fresh start. The 
prerequisites that debtors have to meet include mani-
fest insolvency, regular income, the obligation not to 
incur any further debt, and the debtor in question must 
be in a position to offer a certain monthly sum for 
paying back the debt. During the repayment period the 
debtor shall be able to lead a life ‚under modest con-
ditions but in dignity‘. In turn, collection measures are 
stopped and no interest rates have to be paid. If deb-
tors meet the conditions of the repayment programme 
they will be regarded as free of debt and creditors will 
get part of the sum owed. 

Income situation of debtors

employment of debtors

The percentage of 
unemployed clients of 
debt advice centres is 
more than 7 times as 
high as in the general 
population.

reasons for over-indebtedness

debt sums 
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unemployment / income decrease 36.6%

former entrepreneurship 21.4%

budgeting problems 17.9%

divorce / separation 13.6%

high housing costs 10.5%

For further details in English, fact 
sheets and diagrams please consult 
www.schuldenberatung.at/english

58 991 assisted persons 

 in 2016

Clients of debt advice centres have  
a significantly lower monthly income  

than the average population. 

42% 
have no more than 1.000 Euro income.

60.246 euro average debt

(Adjusted average: contains only values 
between 1.000 and 700.000 €)
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